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1.0 Introduction
Welcome to Art On Demand (AOD), the App for secure, on-line Art. AOD works in conjunction
with Gemini 12, the powerful click based, turn-key solution for high quality printing. AOD was
created to serve both Artists and Print-shops, and enables the complete process of publishing,
browsing and producing art, in the most secure and controlled way.
The complete process consists of the following steps;
- Art is uploaded using AOD by the Artist to a secure cloud vault.
- The Print-shop uses AOD to browse, visualize and order art.
- When ordered, the artwork is streamed directly to the printer of the Print-shop.
Security is the backbone of the system; nobody can copy artwork as the only person that has
access to the artwork is and stays the Artist. The uploaded encrypted version of the uploaded art
can only be printed by placing an order for it. It can never be downloaded, so the linked art file
is never accessible to anyone but the Artist. The Artist has full control over the art, and the only
way to get a single print of artwork is by placing an order for it, which is automatically charged
to the print-shop placing the order.
1.1 User Types
There are four types of users; Artists, Publishers, Point of Sales and Print-shops. The difference
is that Artists are allowed to upload and edit art beloning to them, and Print-shops can only
browse and place orders for art that was uploaded by Artists/Publishers. Point of Sales users can
only place orders and cannot upload art themselves
To use AOD, the user needs login credentials, that are entered on the Settings tab. These credentials are provided on request and unlock features specific to the type of user.
The advantage of separating these four user types with their own login credentials is that the
Artist keeps full control over which Art is available, and can set all parameters like royalty price,
search keywords etcetera. Print-shops are those that use AOD to browse and place orders for art
prints. All actions are logged and can be monitored by the Artists and Print-shop through a web
portal.
1.2 System requirements
AOD runs on Mac OS 10.10 and up, and Windows 7 and up. As the AOD system is Cloud based,
an internet connection is also required.
1.3 Installation
Installation of AOD is easy; simply download the correct version for your operating system (Mac
or Windows) and run the installer after the download is complete. You do need administrator
access to install AOD.
1.4 Using AOD
AOD works with user credentials, that are supplied to the user by email. These credentials are a
user name and password. These credentials are entered on the settings tab. After entering the
credentials, click on Login. After a few seconds, there will be a confirmation when the login was
successful. The user credentials are stored, so they only need to be entered once.
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2 Interface
The AOD interface is localized, meaning that it will run in the language matching your operating
system, provided the language is one of the following English, German, French, Dutch. If you
would like a different language added, please contact Gemini GmbH.
AOD has a tabbed interface, to keep things organized. There are three tabs:

Selection
Wall Art
Preferences
Each of these tabs serve a different purpose; in the Selection Tab, the user browses and searches
art, and can control a list of favorites. Wall Art is for visualization of the artwork and for placing
orders. Preferences is used for both user preferences and for uploading art (restricted to users
with Publishing rights). In the following pages, each tab will be described in detail.
The interface can be scaled and is dynamic: it will update as it is scaled. Full Screen mode is also
supported. Maximize the window by double clicking the window bar.
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2.1 Selection tab
Searching art
After a successful login, the user can search and browse through art collections.
2.1.1 Keywords
There are several ways to filter the search results. The first way is the keyword field next to the
Search button. Use this field to narrow down search results by this keyword.

Once Search is clicked, the List-box on the right is filled with the results. Keywords are also
shown in the list.
Publishers pop-up menu
The pop-up menu Publishers shows the Publisher(s) linked to the user credentials. Multiple
publishers can be available to one user. To narrow down the search results, a user can select a
specific Publisher, or keep the selection on All, to include all Publishers.
Category pop-up menu
The Category menu allows the selection of specific categories. These categories were defined by
the Publisher at the time of uploading. Selecting All will include all Categories.
Artist pop-up menu
If you know the name of the Artist you are interested in, use the Artist pop-up menu to show
only art from this artist in the list.
Orientation pop-up menu
If you prefer a Square, Horizontal or Vertical artwork, you can set the Orientation accordingly.
Select all to include all orientations.
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2.1.2 Custom Logo
The user can select a custom (PNG) image that will be shown on the Search tab before results are
shown. This way, the app can be branded to any particular company that is using it.
Below is an example of a custom logo. The logo will show at 30% of the preview window size.
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2.1.3 Favorites

When users start to browse the art collection, the Favorites section can be used to keep track
of preferred art. For a new user, a new favorites can be created by scrolling down to the second
option in the Favorites pop-up menu; “Add New”. The user will be prompted to enter a name.
Favorites can be added by selecting an artwork in the list, and clicking on “+”which adds the
chosen artwork to the selected Favorites list. To remove an artwork from the list, the user can
click the “-”button. If the Favorites list becomes too long, or a particular entry is no longer
needed, the Trash button allows the Favorites to be deleted.
Once art has been added to Favorites, the “Show” button will display how many artworks are
in the selected Favorites. Favorites are stored and reloaded on launch.
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2.1.4 Search Results List
The right side of the AOD interface shows the list of found Artworks.

Users can scroll through the list using a mouse or track-pad. If more than 1 page of artworks
were found, at the bottom right, the user will see a page navigator, allowing the user to go to
the next or previous page.
To change the number of artworks shown per page, the user can set the items per page.
The speed of search will improve over time; artwork thumbnails are buffered on the local AOD
computer, so they do not need to be downloaded the next time they are included in a search.
So for maximum speed, perform a search and browse through all available pages; this will store
all thumbnails locally and increase the speed of searching.
Each found artwork is shown in the list with a thumbnail. To the left of this thumbnail, details of
the artwork are shown, starting with the unique ID of the artwork, the Title, the reference (filename of uploaded art), the Artist, Category, Pixel dimensions and Keyword tags
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When you click on an item in the list, a larger preview will appear in the left side of the AOD
interface, and a “Submit” button will be enabled.

Submit Button
To start visualizing a selected artwork on a wall, click on the Submit button. This will take the
user to the Wall Art tab.
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2.1.5 Edit Art
If the user credentials entered at login have Publisher credentials, an Edit button is visible under
the list. This button can be used to edit the details of a selected artwork. Note that this button is
not visible to Print-shop users, as editing art information is restricted to the Artist/Publisher.
If you do not have an edit button, you can skip to the Wall Art section of this guide.
Edit Window

After selecting an artwork and clicking the edit button, a new window will appear with the details of the selected artwork:
Artist: The name of the artist that created the artwork
Category: The category name under which the artwork is stored
Title: The title of the artwork as provided by the Artist
Reference: A Reference to the file that was published
Costs Value: The Royalty price of the Artwork per square meter. The Royalty price is the price of
the selected artwork, on which the end user price and royalties are based.
Limited editions can be defined by checking the Limited Edition check-box, and then entering
the edition limit. The remaining number of prints for the limited edition will be shown here.
Max Print Size defines the maximum size at which the artwork can be printed.
The pop-up menu has two possible languages: English and the OS language.
The Text-area next to the pop-up can be used to edit keywords. Note that these are comma separated and in one language only.
The Visible check-mark can be unset to make the artwork no longer visible. This is useful for Art
that has been ordered, but is no longer available. When unchecked, only the Artist/Publisher will
see this artwork. Print-shop users will only see checked Visible items.
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To leave all data as before, the user can click on Cancel.
To confirm the modifications, the OK button can be used.
(Note: if the current user has no edit rights on the selected artwork, an error message will show)
To remove an artwork from the cloud altogether, the Delete button can be used.
Note: if the current uses has no edit rights on the selected artwork, or the artwork has been ordered, it cannot be deleted. In that case, the user can make the artwork invisible by un-checking
the Visible check-box.
By un-checking the Visible check-box, other users than the publisher will no longer see the image in search results. The reason an artwork cannot be deleted once ordered, is that the portal
links to the artwork for administration purposes, so the file should not be deleted, as that would
also remove it from the administration history.
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2.2 WALL ART TAB
Once the user has submitted an artwork from the Selection tab, it will be shown on the Wall Art
tab. This tab allows the artwork to be visualized on an actual wall, in the correct size.

2.2.1 Moving the artwork
The artwork starts in the middle of the room. To change the position, simply drag it to the wanted position.
2.2.2 Artwork Size
The size of the artwork can be set by either entering values in the size fields Width and Height,
or by using the slider. To the right of the slider, a quality indicator will show the quality of the art
print; if the user scales up the size too much, the quality will drop below the minimum and show
red. For Canvas prints, AOD automatically “snaps”the dimensions to the standard available
stretcherbar sizes (Increments of 5cm in Metric, or 1 inch Imperial). The preview will show the
exact image.
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2.2.3 Pricing
After a size has changed, or a different media has been selected, the price is automatically updated. In Preferences, the applicable VAT percentage can be entered. By having prices calculated automatically, anyone using AOD can determine a price for any size.
2.2.4 Rooms
Multiple rooms can be chosen from the Rooms Select menu. To import your own, use the Import button, which will allow you to add a JPG from a specific room. Try to only use pictures that
are taken looking straight at the wall, and preferably have something on the wall of which you
know the exact width. This will come in handy in the Scale Adjust option;
2.2.5 Scale Adjust
Wall Art allows the user to set the correct scale for a room. This is done by clicking the adjust
button. This changes the cursor to 4 arrows when you move the mouse over the room picture.
Click on the left side of the object you know the width of. Then move the mouse to the right
edge of the object, and you will see a line appear. Click on the right edge of the object and enter
the actual width of the object. This will adjust the artwork to reflect the actual size when mounted on the wall. Now the user can set the size to their preference. This visualization can be saved
by using the Save As button.
To update the price, click the Update Price button, which will perform the calculation of the
price, based on the royalty price, media price, and dimensions.
2.2.6 Output Section
In the bottom right of the AOD interface, the wanted paper can be selected. This should be done
by the Print-shop, as they will know which media the user needs.
For Canvas prints, a custom edge can be added using the Edge menu. There are three options
for edges:
- Mirror; the edge of the art is mirrored onto the edge, useful for canvas mounting
- White: this adds a white edge to the artwork, useful for framing
- Color: this adds a custom color edge to the artwork, useful to add a specific color edge.
By clicking the Place AOD order button, the order is submitted. This means that within two
minutes, the art work print job will be streamed to the associated printer, so that it can be printed once, at the dimensions provided by the AOD user at the time of ordering. Once the print is
made, the artwork is no longer accessible for additional prints, unless re-ordered.
2.2.7 Proofing
For testing and proofing purposes, the Proof check-box can be used; this allows the job to be
printed, without royalty fees being charged. This is useful to verify colors, and check the quality
at the given dimensions before ordering.
(Note: Proof prints are charged at normal click rates to the Print-shop)
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2.2.8 Place AOD order
When the Place AOD order button is pressed, a window appears, allowing the user to enter an
order reference and note for this order, which will be visible to the Print Service Provider.

2.2.9 Certificate
For all AOD prints, a certificate is automatically created, with all the relevant information on the
artwork. This certificate can be supplied to the end user, for reference.
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2.3 PREFERENCES TAB
The Preferences tab can be used to define default parameters, and to upload art (if the user has
publish rights)

2.3.1 Login Section
In the Log in section, the User Name and Password can be set. This section alwso shows until
when the license for AOD is active, and the name and ID of the company related to the user
credentials. The default currency is also shown. An optional 4 digit PIN can be entered, which
prevents users from accessing the Preferences tab without first entering the PIN code.
In case you forget the pincode, delete the Prefs file in the AODapp folder. (On Mac, this folder is
located in the users Library/Application Support/AODapp folder, on Windows it is in the Users
AppData/Roaming/AODapp folder
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2.3.2 System section

Users can set either Metric or Imperial units as a preference.
The Art Thumbnails Open button will show the folder in which the downloaded thumbnails appear. If for some reason, an artwork is replaced, the corresponding Thumbnail can be removed,
so a new one will be downloaded on the next search.
The Embedded Tags Check Tags button allows the user to check the internal tags that can be set
for an artwork in applications like Lightroom. Select a file and if available, the Artist and Title will
be shown.
If a value other than zero is entered in the % VAT field, VAT is automatically added to price calculations and shown.
The “Printed by”Field allows the user to enter either the name of the printshop or the point of
sale name. The Print date checkbox can add the date to the certificate created when an order is
placed.
The Logo button allows the user to set a (PNG) logo that appears when no search result is
shown, enabling branding the app. A point of sale user can also place their logo here.
The checkboxes Publisher Filter and Artist filter are intended for restricting the search result; if
for instance an artist uses AOD to sell their art, they would choose their publisher and artist in
the Selection tab, and then switch off both checkboxes. That sets and hides the Publisher and
Artist popup menu in selection, ensuring only their art shows up in results.
The “Show All”Checkbox, will include artwork that was set to not visible in the editor to still
show, allowing images to be re-edited by the artist/publisher.
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2.3.3 Print Service Provider

As a Print Service Provider, you have control over pricing factors and media configuration.
The default currency of the Printshop is shown, followed by the last date the exchange rates
were updated. The exchange rates are obtained automatically on launch, from the Central European Bank. As AOD users might order from a different country, the prices are always converted
to the local currency of the company placing the order.
If no information is supplied during uploading of artworks, the default Factor, Cost value per
area, default fixed costs and royalty premium factor are applied.
2.3.4 Paper Media Type
On the right hand side of the Print Service Provider section, new media types can be defined,
and the default costs and factors can be set. By unchecking the Available checkbox, the selected
particular media is made unavailable for ordering.
New Media can be added by selecting “Add new”at the bottom of the Paper Media Type popup menu.
The total costs are the sum of the royalty and print price, with the factors added as multipliers to
define margins.
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3.0 Uploading Art

Uploading Art is restricted to users with publishing rights, so if the Preferences tab does not
show an Upload section, the used credentials are from a Print-shop, not a Publisher.
There are three ways to upload art;
Automatic, Manually and Batch Mode
3.1 Automatic

The easiest way to upload art is using automatic. All the user has to do is select a Category.
(If a new category has to be added, scroll down to the bottom and choose Custom, which will
allow the user to enter a new Category name).
Once a Category has been selected, the Upload button shows.
Before clicking the Upload button, make sure the Check-boxes for Auto-tag, Auto-Exif and Detect colors are set;
Auto-tag and Auto-Exif will (when checked) automatically retrieve internal file tags that are in
the artwork files. To check if these tags exist, press the Check Tags button and select an artwork
file.
If no tags are embedded, the Artist and Title will not be set automatically.
Click the Upload button and select one or multiple artworks. These should be high-resolution
JPG or TIFF only.
3.2 Manual

If no embedded tags exist, the user can manually set the Artist, Title and Keywords and upload
Artworks one by one. Entered keywords are automatically translated to all other languages, so
the user does not have to worry about translations.
Keywords are comma separated and can contain special characters needed for some languages.
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3.3 Batch Mode

Batch mode can be used to upload large quantities of art, for which the user has a file with the
needed information per artwork. The user can import a CSV (; separated, UTF-8 formatted) that
has the following columns, defined as header;
File Name Title Category
Artist Keywords
Costs Units Limited Edition
These headers should always be named in English, even for a CSV in a different language.
(AOD will automatically translate to all other languages than then OS language)
The CSV file should be saved in the same folder as the artwork files that are to be uploaded.
If the file does not meet the requirements, an error will be shown.
After importing a valid CSV, a list is shown with all artworks, complete with a thumbnail.
When the list is correct, the user can click the Process List button, which will publish all artworks
in the list.
Cost Value is entered in the currency of the publisher.
Units can be any of the follwing numbers;
1 : Square mm, 2 : Square CM, 3: Square Inch, 5: Square Meter, 6: Square Feet.
If no number is entered, 5 (Square Meters) is used.
The Limited Edition number is the number remaining in the limited edition.
Note that the speed of uploading is determined by the upload speed of the internet connection
available to the users computer running AOD.
It is advisable to divide large quantities into smaller batches, to limit the waiting time, and preventing incorrect uploading of hundreds of artworks at the time.
A progress bar will show the upload process progress.
Detect Colors
This AOD unique feature will automatically detect colors used in the uploaded artwork.
The following colors are recognized: Red, Rose, Magenta, Violet, Blue, Azure, Cyan, Spring Green,
Chartreuse, Yellow and Orange. (Based on the HSV color-wheel)
It also detects black & white artwork, and adds all found colors to the keywords that were defined either manually or using the CSV file.
These color names are also automatically translated into all available languages;
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English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, French and Dutch.
When Auto-tag is checked in Batch mode, keywords will be automatically added to the ones
defined in the CSV.
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